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1.	 Introduction
In succession to the report of Aug
	
1, 1976, correspondence of the
each shorelines sensed by the four MSS bands are reexamined and also tested
by the topographic map and field survey. 	 Each shoreline depicted Crom the
four DISS bands shows good correspondence except for one area where the share-
lines of band 4 and 5 are indistinct.
2.	 Techniques




(1)	 Fig. - 1 through Fig. 4 which correspond to band 4 through band y,
respctively, are depicted in such a way that areas classified as the land
are marked with +	 and areas classified as the sea with - 	 The threshold
-	
-	 --	 -
criteria of symbol + and - are given in Table 1. 	 Fig. 5 shows composition
»	 of the shorelines obtained in Fig. 1 through Fig. 4 giving shifts of the
each ordinate 	 avoid overlapsshorelines.  Symbol ^	 in the Fig. 5
that
	
thatart(unlarmonicthmeans 	 art ) theshor-elin p	 p	 not accord with
the others.
(2) Typical landscape of the shoreline and its behind is shown in Fig. 6
(photograph), and the topographic vertical section at right angles to the
shoreline are illustrated as rig. 7. Moreover, predicted values of tide for
the MSS scene and the photograph are given in Table 2.
(3) Front 	 Table 2 the tide at which the MSS scenery was taken seems
to be at flood and the shoreline of MSS scenery was near high-tide limit.
Therefore, the optical property of sand and sea water should have been
distinctive. As is shown in Fig. 5, the correspondence of the each shoreline
is very good.
(4) Topographical map of the uncertain area indicated in Fig. 5 is shown
in Fig. 8. The narrow sand beach (30m in width) and cliff just behind it
continued to pine grove cause uncertainty in the MSS images.
4. Significant results
r'
The sand beach can be separated from the sea-water in eaclOfour band>
if only a sand beach has width of 100m or more. Density ranges of the sea
applying to the CCT counts are determined as 0-3 for band 7, 0-16 for band 6,
0-25 for band 5, and 0-27 for band 4.
The density ranges 0-25 for band 4 used in the previous report have




(1) Color enhancement of the shoreline and the .ground pattern by means of
the multi-bands color composition must be examined.	
-
(	 2 )
(2) Statistical discrimination of the high-tide limit and the low-•ide
limit can be examined provided that suitable two MSS scenes are given.





It has becc.ne clear that a shoreline can be detected from the MSS
digital data if suitable density boundary is fixed.
.................
-	















time tide time tide
3 1113m $1cm 2h11m 15 cm
*9 49 209 8 52 232
15 17 116 *14 30 106
21 08 214 20 07 222
* nearest time * nearest time
when D1.SS data when the field
was taken photo was taken
Table 2. Predicted tide vale
data and the field
tea.
( 4
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Fig. 7• Cross-section of the aand beach
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